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p-ADIC HYPERBOLIC PLANES AND MODULAR FORMS

JOHN A. RHODES

Abstract. For K a number field and p a finite prime of K, we define a

p-adic hyperbolic plane and study its geometry under the action of GL2(Kr).

Seeking an operator with properties analogous to those of the non-Euclidean

Laplacian of the classical hyperbolic plane, we investigate the fundamental in-

variant integral operator, the Hecke operator Tv . Letting 5 be a finite set of

primes of a totally real K (including all the infinite ones), a modular group

T(S) is defined. This group acts discontinuously on a product of classical and

p-adic hyperbolic planes. S-modular forms and their associated Dirichlet series

are studied.

Introduction

In [St], Stark initiated the study of p-adic hyperbolic planes for application

to modular forms. In this paper we continue the approach, developing Hecke

operators which are then used to study Hubert modular forms.

Of course there are already alternative approaches to Hecke theory for Hubert
modular forms. The oldest goes back to de Bruijn's work [dB] in defining a

Hecke operator for any ideal that could be expressed as a principal ideal times

the square of an ideal. However, this suffices only for those fields with odd class

number h.
Herrmann remedied this situation in [H] by considering vectors of modular

forms with h components, each component modular with respect to a different

group arising from its associated ideal class. His Hecke operators, defined for
every integral ideal, acted on the entire vector, transforming each component as

well as interchanging their order. His work is rather involved reading, though,

primarily due to the use of ideal numbers as a bookkeeping device throughout.
The more modern introduction of adele groups into the theory of modular

forms gave an alternative way of viewing Hecke operators that, at least in lan-

guage if not in content, is far removed from Herrmann's approach (cf. [W]).

While the adelic formulation is quite clean, some find it forbidding and the

connections to the classical theory are not always obvious.

In presenting yet another approach we hope, as Stark says, to help "bridge

the chasm separating the classical and modern points of view regarding mod-

ular forms and Dirichlet series." While it retains the use of hyperbolic planes
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throughout, the approach presented here has obvious connections to the adelic

formulation.

I. The p-adic hyperbolic plane

Let Kv be the completion of a number field, K, with respect to a prime

ideal, p. Op and f/p will denote the p-adic integers and units, respectively, in

Kv. The closure of p in Kv will also be denoted by p. Choose any n e Kp

generating the ideal p and fix this choice for the remainder of this paper. We

normalize the p-adic valuation so that \n\p= I/Nq (p) = l/pf, where p is the

rational prime over which p lies and f is the residue degree of p over p . If

x £ K* , then by ordp(x) is meant the integer n such that x/n" e Up . Finally,

let {a¡}pi=l be a complete set of representatives of the residue class field Op/p.

Our first goal is to define what is meant by the p-adic hyperbolic plane.

Stark [St], proceeding in analogy with the complex upper half-plane, fixed some

nonsquare unit, A, of Kp and considered the set {x + \fÂy\x, y e Kp, y ^ 0} .
More generally, recall that every p-adic field has a unique unramified extension

of any given degree (see [La] for instance). Let Lp denote the unramified

extension of Kp of degree 2. Then its integers 0(LP) are an Of module.

Furthermore, some element / of 0(Lp) can be found such that {1, /} is an

Op basis for O(Lp). Of course I is not uniquely determined, so a choice must
be made and fixed.

Definition. With Lp and / as above, the (unramified) p-adic hyperbolic plane

Hp is the set Lp - Kp = {x + Iy\x, y e Kp, y ^ 0} with the subspace topology
inherited from Lp.

If z = x + Iy is in Hp, it will be useful to use x(z) and y(z) for the analogs

of the real and imaginary parts of z .

Given a matrix A = (abd) € GL2(KP), we associate to it the fractional linear

transformation

A o z = (az + b)/(cz + d)

for z e Hp. As in the classical case of the complex half-plane, a simple calcu-
lation shows that

y (A o z) = (ad - bc)y(z)/N^p(cz + d).

Thus if y(z) ± 0, then y(A o z) ^ 0 for any A e GL2(KP). Since another
calculation shows that multiplication of group elements corresponds to compo-

sition of transformations, the above definition of A o z defines a group action

of GL2(KP) on Hp. Clearly this action is transitive, as (£* ) o / = x + I y . It

is also useful to know what elements of the group fix /.

Lemma 1. The isotropy group of I in GL2(KP) is

l^ + cTifr/)    "*£(/)) I d,c£Kp,  not both zero) .

Proof. A o I = (acbd) o I = I means that ai + b = I(cl + d).  Using I2 -

^kS1)1 + N^(7) = 0, we find that al + b = (d + cTrj¡?(/))/ - cNJ¡?(7). Since
{1,1} is a basis for Lp over Kp, we can now equate the " x " and " y " parts

of this last equation to show A has the form given above. Such a matrix has

determinant d2+cdTrj?(I)+c2Nj?(I). Suppose this were zero. Then factoring
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this quadratic in Lp shows (d + cl)(d + ci) = 0, where the bar denotes taking

conjugates in Lp over Kp . This is of course impossible, unless both c and d

are zero.   D

The isotropy group of I is actually abelian. In fact, there is an isomorphism
of the isotropy group with Lp   given by

fd+cT^i) -c^(nyd+lc

Moreover this is a homeomorphism and the determinant of the matrix above is

just Nj? (d + Ic). This is in complete analogy to the complex upper half-plane

case where the isotropy group of / in GL2(R) is composed of elements of

the form (y~/), and this matrix is just the image of x + iy under the usual

embedding of Cx in GL2(R). Hp, of course, could be viewed as G modulo

the isotropy group of I.
Hp has the topology it inherited from Lp, which arises from extending the

p-adic valuation of Kp . A basis for the topology of Hv can be given, though,

which behaves nicely under the action of GL2(KP).

First, recall that in Kp we have the nitrations

¿V. = p° d p1 D p2 D ■ ■ ■ D pn D ■■ ■ ,

Up = üb D Ui D U2 D ■ ■ O Un D • • • ,

where U„ — {e e Up\e = 1 (modp")} for n > 1. The first is just a fundamental

system of neighborhoods of 0 in Kp, while the second (from which we omit a

subscript p) is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1 in Kpx .

Definition. If z = x + Iy £ Hv, let

Mnz ={u + Iv£ Hp\(u - x)/y £ p" and v/y £ U„}.

Clearly M® d M\ D M2 D ■■■ . Note that M% is unchanged if y is replaced
by ey where e £ U„ or if x is replaced by x + ya where asp". In fact

¿; e M% if and only if M% = M? . Thus any M? and Mj? are either identical

or disjoint.

Lemma 2. The M" form a basis for the topology of Hp.

Proof. Since Lp is unramified over Kf and {1,1} is an Op basis for 0(LP),

then the valuation in Lp of x + Iy, with x, y £ Kp, is just \x + Iy\v =
max{|x|p, |y|p}. Thus two points in Hp will be close if and only if both their

x parts and y parts are p-adically close. But if z = x + Iy and Ç = u + Iv ,

the statement that £ e M? is exactly that x - u £ yp" and y - v £ yp" .   D

Although it can be shown by direct calculation that if A e GL2(KP) and
z £ Hp then A o M" = MnAoz, that proof is rather unenlightening. Instead we

give a proof following several intermediate lemmas, which will be of use in their

own right as well.

Lemma 3. Let A £ GL2(KP), det(A) £ Up. Then A o / e M? if and only if
A £ GL(Op) and for some c, d £ Kp

As(d + cT%W   -cN|p(/)>j    {modpn)
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and since

Proof. First assume A = (acbd) £ GL2(Op) satisfies the congruence above. Then

calculating

bd + bcTr^(I) + acN{?(7) +1 (ad - be)

= c2N^(I) + cdTr^r(I) + d2 '

we see that the denominator here is congruent to det(y4) (modp"), and hence

y(A ol) £ U„. Also one sees that bd + bcTr^(I) + acN^(I) = 0 (modp"),

and so x(A o I) £ p" . Therefore Ao I £ M" .

Conversely, if A o 7 £ M? , de\(Ä) £ U9, let x + Iy = A o I. Then ( ¿ ~yx )A

is in the isotropy group of /. So by Lemma 1

(i -;)M"+^(" "ct'(,))
for some c, d not both zero.

Since y £ U„, the determinant of the left-hand side is a unit. But the

determinant of the right-hand side is just N^(d + Ic). Therefore d and c are

actually integral and the right-hand side is in GL2(Op). Thus

(í r)-(¿?) «-«■
A satisfies the stated congruence.   D

Corollary 4. Let A £ GL2(KV). Then AoM"t = Mf if and only if

-(7 A)'
where

B£GL2(Op),        B=(d + cTr%(I)   -cNJ^    (modp„}

Proof. First assume det(^) £ Uv . Then AoMj/ = M? implies that in particular

Ao I £ Mf , so by Lemma 3 the congruence is established. Conversely, if A

satisfies the congruence and z = x + Iy £ M" , then A o z = A(y0x) o I. But

since (g?) is congruent to the identity mod p" , we see A(^x) satisfies the

congruences of Lemma 3, and hence A ( £ \ ) o 7 £ M" , so A o M" c M" . The

reverse inclusion comes from considering A~x.

If ordp(det(^)) is even, rescaling by ("J"^) for appropriate m reduces this

case to the first.

Finally, the case ordp(det(^4)) odd does not occur. For if A = (acbd) and

A o 7 = x + Iy, then y = det(y4)/NJ£(rf + Ic). But ordp(N^(ú? + 7c)) is even
since Lp is unramified over Kp. Thus ordp(det(^4)) is odd implies ordp(y) is

odd, so that y £ Un so Ao I £ M?.   O

The reason that we have taken Lp to be an unramified extension of Kp is

just so that this corollary would hold.
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Proposition 5. If A £ GL2(KV), then A o M? = M"Aoz. That is, the M? form a
GL2(Kp)-invariant basis for the topology of Hp.

Proof. If z = x +1 y, it follows easily from the definition of Mf that (oí)0
Mf = Ml. Therefore, once it is shown that B o M" - Mg0¡, the proposition

will follow since then

AoM; = A(y í)om; = ^í)o/^;z.

Now Mf = Co Mf for any C satisfying the requirements of Corollary 4,

so B o Mf = BC o Mf . But if B = (acbd), then such a C can be found so

that BC = (lxx). This is done as follows: Let e = -dnm, and g = cnm,

where m is minimal such that e and g are integral. Solving the congruences

e = h + gTr^I)   (modp") and /= -NJ£(7)g   (modp") for h and /,

we can construct a matrix (*{) in GL2(Op) satisfying the congruences of the

preceding corollary. Furthermore

(?   d){g   i) = (o   t)    isomer, s, and t.

Multiplying (eg{) by Co' x°/t) gives a matrix C with all the desired properties.

Therefore

BoM? = BCoM?=(y   XAoMf = M?

for some z. Finally, since Bol £ Mz , and M" is just as well indexed by any

of its elements as by z, we have B o Mf = MgoI.   D

Actually, for each n > 0 the proofs above give a decomposition theorem for

the group GL2(KV) (or even GL2(K)). Namely, any matrix B in the groups

can be written (y0x)AC where C £ GL2(Op) is congruent modp" to an

element of the isotropy group of 7 and A is in the center of the group.
Since the compact sets M" for fixed n are permuted by the action of

GL2(Kp), there is a GL2(AT)-invariant measure on 77p, denoted by p, sat-

isfying

p{M*) - 1,        p(M¡) = l/N*(p)(N*(p) - 1),

p(M^+x) = /i(Af2")/Ng(p)2   for n > 1.

When modular forms are defined below in such a way as to extend Hubert

modular forms, they will necessarily be constant on sets of the form M" , for
some fixed n . The measure defined here, then, will be the appropriate one with

which to integrate them.

Definition. A function defined on 77p is called locally constant of order n if it

is constant on all sets of the form M? .

When defining modular forms on products of the complex upper half-plane,

one requires that they be eigenfunctions of certain differential operators. The
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operators considered are the "simplest" ones that commute with the slash op-

erator. It is only by requiring that modular forms be eigenfunctions of these

operators that the full shape of their Fourier series can be determined, and

hence the gamma factors of the associated L-series. An analogous course will

be followed for the p-adic plane.

Definition. If /: 7/p —> C, then the slash operator of weight k is defined by

f\v,kA (z) = f\kA (z) = f(A o z)(\cz + d\p)~k(\ dei(A)\p)kl2

where A = (acb) £ GL2(KV).

One checks that f\kA\kB = f\k(AB) and that if / is locally constant of
order n then so is f\kA.

Note that

MÎ/2(/M) = (\y\kP/2f)\oA

so we would lose no generality by only considering the weight 0 slash operator.

While the concept of weight is essentially fictional in this context, it will be

convenient later on.

We are now interested in operators T acting on functions defined on 77p

such that

T(f\kA) = (Tf)\kA   for all A £ GL2(KP).

In the complex half-plane case, the non-Euclidean weight k "Laplacian" is such

an operator. However, since there is no point in differentiating locally constant

functions, this does not help us in the p-adic case. On the other hand, in order

to study eigenfunctions of differential operators, it is standard to look at related

integral operators and integral operators can be investigated in the p-adic case.

Definition. If g(Ç, z): 7/p x Hp —> C is locally constant of order n in both

variables, then let the operator Tg be defined by

(Tgf)(z)= [ f(Ç)g(Ç,z)dp(c;)

whenever this makes sense. (Here dp is the invariant measure defined above.)

Definition.  h(c¡, z) : Hp x Hp —> C is called a point-pair invariant if

h(A o £, A o z) = h(t\, z)   for all A £ GL2(KP).

Lemma 6. Let z = x + Iy and Ç = u + Iv . Then Tg commutes with the weight

k slash operator for all compactly supported locally constant functions of order

n if and only if gx(£,, z) = \y/v\p' g(Ç, z) is a point-pair invariant.

Proof Let A = (acb) £ GL2(KV). Then (Tgf)\kA = Tg(f\kA) means that

|cr + rf|-*det(^)|*/2 / Ai)g(t,Aoz)dp(Ç)
Jh,

= [  \ct + d\-k\aet(A)\*/2f{Aot)g(Z,z)dii(Q
JH,
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or equivalently, by using the invariance of p, that

\cz + d\~k i  f(A o Z)g{A ot,Aoz) dfiß)
JHr

= f \cç+d\-kf(Aoc:)g(ç,z)dp(c:).
JHr

This holds for all / if and only if

\cz + d\;kg(A oC,Aoz) = \cZ + d\;kg(ti, z).

That is, \y/v\p'2g(£,,z) is a point-pair invariant.   D

Now it is clear that we should look for locally-constant of order n point-

pair invariants. If gx (t¡, z) is such a function, then it gives rise to a function

£o(£) = gi(£, 7). With certain conditions imposed on go the process can be

reversed.

Lemma 7. Given go: 77p —> C locally constant of order n, define gx(Ç, z) =

god) for z e Mf . Then gx extends to a locally constant of order n point-pair

invariant if and only if go(Ç) = go(A o Ç) for all A such that A o Mf = Mf .

Proof. First suppose gx extends to a locally-constant point-pair invariant and

AoMf = Mf . Then A~xoMf = Mf so gl(Ç ,I) = gi(Z, A~xoI) = gx(Ao£, I),
so g0(i) = go(A o <J).

Conversely, suppose go(£) = go(A ° Ç) for all A fixing Mf as a set and

define gx(¿¡, z) = gx(A o £, A o z) = g0(A o ¿I) where A is chosen so that

Ao z £ Mf. If gx is well defined, then by the transitivity of the action of

GL2(Kp) on Hp, gx is defined on all of Hp x Hp. Further, if A o z £ Mf ,

then gx(BoÇ,Boz) = gx(AB~x(Boc;),AB-x(Boz)) = go(Aocl) by definition.

Thus gx(B o ¿I, B o z) - gx(¿¡, z) and gx is a point-pair invariant. It only

remains to check consistency of the definition: for fixed z, A and B such that

Aoz, Boz £ Mf , we must show go(Ao¿¡) = go(Boc¡). But BA~xoMf = Mf

so this follows at once from the hypothesis.   G

If we are interested in having our operators   Tg,  where   gx(¿¡,z)   =

\y/v\v S(C, z) is a point-pair invariant and go(£) — gi(í, I), act on all lo-
cally constant functions on 7/p, then it is necessary that the integral in the

definition of Tg reduce to a finite sum ultimately. That is, go rntist have com-

pact support. The obvious way to construct a compactly supported function go

suchthat go(è) = go(AoÇ) for all A in some group G is through characteristic

functions. More specifically, if a set M in Hv is invariant under all matrices

A £ G, then taking go to be the characteristic function of M gives a function

of the type desired.

Lemma 8. Let z = x + Iy £ Hp,  G" = {A\A o Mf = Mf} for some fixed
n. If G"(y0x)G" = (J, AiG" is a double coset decomposition, then G" o M"z =

\J,A, o Mf.
Proof.  IJ, A¡ o Mf = IJ; A¡G" o I since Mf = G" o I. So

\jAioMf = G"(y0   XAg»oI
i

= G"(o   \)°Mf = GnoM"z.   D
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Now given any point z £ Hp, one can let ho be the characteristic function
of G" o M^ . Then via Lemmas 6 and 7 there is an associated integral operator

Th that commutes with the weight k slash operator. Of course the operators

arising from two distinct z will not necessarily be distinct. Already it is obvious

that any integral operator Tg associated to a compactly supported go via the
above lemmas will be a linear combination of the operators described here, since

go itself must be a linear combination of characteristic functions of sets of the

form G"oMz . Since we are looking for an analog of the Laplacian for functions

on 77p, we would like to find a single fundamental integral operator in terms of

which all integral operators commuting with the weight k slash operator can be

expressed. In general, such an operator does not exist. However if we specialize

to the case which will ultimately be most valuable anyway, namely the locally

constant functions of order 0, there is such an operator.

Therefore, for the remainder of this section all functions will be locally con-

stant of order 0, i.e. constant on sets of the form Mz = M®. Recalling from

Corollary 4 that AoMi = M¡ if and only if A = (*" °n)B where B £ GL2(Op),

we let G = GL2(Op). Then M¡ = Gol. The p-adic Laplacian is now easily
defined.

Definition. Let /o be the characteristic function of the set

«•*»-y(; ?)°M<u(J °)°m"

Then if T¡ is the integral operator associated to /o, let Tp k = Tp = \n\l~k/2T¡.

Tp will be called the weight k Hecke operator for the plane 77p .

Of course one must check that

K; ?)c=y(s ?Mi °)c
so that, by Lemma 8, G o Mjn really is as stated in the definition above. This

is standard, so we omit the tedious verification. We now give a more explicit

description of the way Tp acts on functions.

Lemma 9. If z — x +1 y, then

Pf

Tpf(z) = \n\p ̂ 2 /(* + a¡y + Iny) + \n\xp-kf(x + Iyn~x).
¡=i

Proof. Let A = (¿ "/) £ GL2(KP) so Aoz = 1. Then /,(£, z) = lx(Ao£,I) =

lo(AoÇ). Therefore

1   ifi£A~lGoMIx,

0   otherwise.

Letting £ = u + Iv , then

Tpf(z) = |7T|p-*/2  / M)

h(t,z -

K./Í.

dn(t).
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Since

a-xgom¡k = \j^ x\a>y)oMlu(y^ X)oMl,

then using that / is locally constant

Tpf(z) = \n p £/(x + aiy + Iyn)\n\l12 + f(x + Iyn~x)\n\ D

The key result concerning Tp is

Theorem 10. Any integral operator Tg acting on functions on 77p which com-

mutes with the weight k slash operator and which is associated (via Lemmas

6 and 1) to a compactly supported go can be expressed as a polynomial in Tv

with complex coefficients.

In the course of proving this the following explicit double coset decomposi-

tion will be needed.

Lemma 11. If n is a nonnegative integer and A" denotes the set of 2x2 matrices

with entries in Op and determinant in p" - p"+1, then

<*-e-Uft  /<)
where the union is disjoint and taken over 7 = 0, 1, 2, ... , n and ß running

through a complete set of representatives of Op mod pj.

Proof. The proof is exactly as the analogous fact for double cosets of SL2(Z)

used in standard treatments (e.g., [Sh]) of the Hecke operators, and is there-

fore omitted. We only note that since we are taking left coset representatives

instead of the usual right coset representatives, we have ß mod p7 rather than
mod pn~j.   D

Proof of Theorem 10. The proof will proceed by induction, but first the inductive
parameter must be defined. Given a nonzero operator Tg as in the statement

of the theorem, let m(g) be the largest integer m such that go(Inm) ± 0. It

must be shown that m(g) exists since it is conceivable that go(Inm) = 0 for

all m even though Tg is not identically zero.

We claim that in fact m(g) > 0 and m(g) = 0 if and only if g0 vanishes

outside of Mi. We will repeatedly use that go(z) ^ 0 implies that go(¿¡) ̂  0

for any

Let z be any point such that go(z) ^ 0. Then replacing z by (_?10)z if

necessary, we may assume ordp(y) > 0. Also, by replacing z by (¿¡)z if

necessary, we may assume ordp(x) < 0. If ordp(y) = ordp(x) = 0, then

x + Iy £ Mj so m(g) > 0. Otherwise, let n = - ordp(x) so that

y   x\(n"     0\/a    j8

0    l/lo    n" )     lo    y
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where a, y £ Op and ß £ Up. Then

G[°   ß)G -«(7 ?)0    y

since one can calculate that

(a   ß\_f    0 1    \fay   0\(l    0
{O    y)-\-ß-\    yß-x){0     l)\a    ß

So go(ayI) t¿ 0. Since ordp(a7) > 0 by construction, this shows m(g) > 0.

If go vanishes outside of M¡ it is clear that m(g) - 0. But if go(x) ^ 0 for

some z $ M], then (_°,¿)oz £ M¡ and (¿ } ) ° z £ M¡. Therefore in the

process above we are forced to follow the course involving rescaling (oí) by

("0" °n ) and therefore m(g) > 0.

The argument now proceeds by induction on m(g). If m(g) = 0, then

go vanishes outside of M¡. Let c = go(I). Then the associated point-pair

invariant is
(i   z) = {c   if£€^>

\ 0   otherwise,

so Tgf(z) - JM f(C)cdp(¿¡) = cf(z). Thus Tg acts as a scalar. Assume

now that if m(g) < N then Tg is a polynomial in Tp (of degree m(g)). In

particular if ho is the characteristic function of

C7A"C7o/=u(o     J-j)*»"

then m(h) = N so Th is a polynomial in Tp (of degree N). Moreover,

TpThf(z) = |7T|¿-^/2  /     /   /(Í)A(Í , T)/(T, z)dp(Ç)dp.(T)
JHr JHr

= |*|¿-fc'2
/   /(í)      /    A(Í.T)/(T,Z)^(T)

^fíp        y h.
dp(0

since for any fixed z both /(t, z) and h(£,, z) have compact support. The

kernel

k(tl,z) = \n\p-kl2 f  h(c;,T)l(T,z)dp(T)
Jh,

is just Tph(¿¡, z) where Lp acts in the variable z . Therefore, by Lemma 9

k(Ç, z) = \n\p ̂ h[i,x + aiy + Iny) + |ä|J_*A({, x + I^j .

Now *o(0 = ki(Ç,I) = \l/v\k/2k(^, 7) so MO = 0 exactly when k(Ç, I) =
0. Therefore

£^\V\k/2 .   .1   tl    |*/2
/co(0 = 0^|7r|p^ -      A,(í,aí + 7«)-l-|jr|¿-M-^T      A,«;, 7k"1) = 0

.=il7r,p p

„/

°EAo(^r)+/¡o(w = o.
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Then we see that ko(Inm) = 0 if m > N + 1 and ko(InN+x) ¿ 0 since

ho\ir) = U        h0(nN+lI) = 0,

hoi-i)=0'    for aU o,-^0 (mod ä).

Thus m(k) = N+ 1. But by construction Tk is a polynomial in Tp (of degree

N+l). Given any operator Tg where m(g) = N+ 1, let Tj - Tg -cTk where

c — go(InN+x)/ko(InN+x). Then m(j) < N and hence Tj is a polynomial in

7p (of degree < N). So finally, Tg is a polynomial in Tp (of degree A+l).   D

The analogy between Lp and the non-Euclidean Laplacian suggests that with

a properly defined L2 norm, Tv should be a symmetric operator. In fact, that
is the case.

Definition. Let (/, g) = fH f(z)g(z)\y\k dp(z) whenever this makes sense.

Proposition 12. If f and g are compactly supported locally constant functions

on Hp, then (Tpf, g) = (f, Tvg).

Proof.

(Tpf,g)= [  Tpf(z)gjz~)\y\kdp(z)= í   f mW^)dp(^)gJz)\y\kpdp(z)
JHt JHr JHt

= / f(Q¡  gJz~M,z)\y\kdp(z)dp(0.
JHP JHt

But

(f,T,g)= f f(t) [  gjz~)l(z,0\v\kpdp(z)dp(t).

So we must show /(£, z)\y\k = l(z, Q\v\k . But since /(£, z) = \v/y\k/2lx(t, z),

we are reduced to showing lx(£,, z) = lx(z, £,). Since lx is a point-pair invari-

ant, it is enough to show that lx (<*, 7) = lx (I ,£) . Since ( ¿ ~" ) o ¿¡ = I, this is

equivalent to lx(Ç, I) = lx(-uvi+Iv~l, I). This is just saying u+Iv £ GoMjn

if and only if -uv~x + Iv~x £ GoMln . By the explicit characterization of this

set given above in the definition of /o , this is true.   D

Finally, we note that by breaking Hp up into the Mz, we are really looking

at the tree GL2(Kp)/GL2(Op) (see [Se]). A coset ¿K7L2(Op) is identified with
AGL2(Op) o I = A o M¡ = MAoI.

II. THE MODULAR GROUPS FOR THE  ^-INTEGERS OF A NUMBER FIELD

Let K be a number field and S,» the set of infinite primes of K. Let S be

any finite set of primes of K containing Soo . We use Sf¡n to denote S - S^ .

Unless noted otherwise, p will denote an arbitrary prime of K, either finite or
infinite.

Definition. The set {x £ K\\x\v < 1 for all p £ S} with the operations of
addition and multiplication is called the ring of S-integers of K and is denoted
by 0K(S) or simply 0(S).
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Definition. The set {x £ K\\x\p = 1 for all p ^ S} with the operation of

multiplication is called the group of S-units of K and is denoted by Uk(S)

or simply U(S). U+(S) denotes the subgroup of totally positive 5-units, i.e.,

those units all of whose real conjugates are positive.

With this notation the algebraic integers and units of K are specified by

taking S to be S^ .
A few words must be said about the ideal structure of 0(S). There is a map

Fractional Ideals of O(Soc) —> Fractional Ideals of 0(S)

given by sending an ideal a to aO(S), the ideal it generates in O(S). This

map is surjective and the kernel is precisely the ideals of 0(Soo) which are

products of only those primes in S\\n . The group of ideals of O(S), then, can
be identified with the group of ideals of 0(Soo) modulo the subgroup generated

by Sfin ■
Furthermore, the ideal class group of 0(Soo) maps onto the ideal class group

of O(S). The kernel of this map is precisely those classes containing some ideal

that is a product of only primes in S. Thus by a judicious choice of 5 one
can ensure that O(S) have class number 1. In general, we use h (S) to denote

the class number of the ^-integers.
To simplify matters so that particular attention can be paid to the finite

primes, we will consider only K totally real for the remainder of this chapter.

We will, however, make comments on how a more general K could be handled.

Just as one can classically study modular forms attached to the ring of alge-
braic integers, one should be able to make sense of modular forms attached to
the ring of S-integers of K for more general S. We will consider two different

analogs of the modular group.

Definition. TX(S) = SL2(0(S)) is the group of 2 x 2 matrices with entries in
0(S) and determinant 1 . TV(S) = GL2(0(S)) is the group of 2 x 2 matrices

with entries in O(S) and determinant in U(S).

These groups will act discontinuously on the space which we now define.

Definition. If p is a real infinite prime, let Hp = H U H' = {x + iy\x, y £ E,
y t¿ 0} be the union of the upper and lower half-plane models of the hyperbolic

plane. If p is a finite prime, let 77p be the p-adic hyperbolic plane as developed

in the preceding chapter. Finally, let H(S) - upes ^p •

The action of GL\ (R) on the upper half-plane 77 via fractional linear trans-

formations is well known. Because we will not always be requiring that our

matrices have totally positive determinant, it is necessary to include a lower

half-plane as well. Thus with the results of the preceding section, for all p

there is an action of GL2(KP) on 77p.

This gives rise to an action of TV(S) on H(S) by: If A £ TV(S), z£ H(S),
z = (..., zp,...), then A o z = (..., Ap o zp, ...) where Ap means the p-

conjugate of A (obtained by taking the conjugate of each entry of A) if p is

infinite, and simply A viewed as an element of GL2(KP) if p is finite.
If we were to consider K with complex primes p, then we would let 77p =

773 = {x + ky\x £ C, y e R, y > 0} be hyperbolic 3-space, viewed as a subset

of the quaternions.  Then SL2(C) acts on 77p for complex p via fractional
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linear transformations (cf. [St]). The only problem with this is that then we

would be able only to consider matrices of determinant one (or at most matrices
whose determinants were real and positive in each complex conjugate). If one

is willing to accept this then much of what follows can be trivially modified to

that situation. That course is not followed here since we wish to show in §VII

the connections to Herrmann's theory for Hubert modular forms, and since as

S is made larger we will find the fundamental domain of IV (5) changes more

nicely than that of Fx (S).
A point z e 77(5) will be denoted by x + Iy where x = (... , x(zp), ...)

and 7y = (... , 7py(zp), ... ) and 7P means i, k, or the 7P of §1 respectively

as p is real, complex, or finite. z¡nf and Zßn will be used to denote the obvious

infinite and finite parts of the vector z .

For each p £ 5fin , Lp denotes the quadratic extension of Kv used in con-

structing 77p. Similarly, let Lp denote the complex numbers (or quaternions)

as p is real (or complex).

As in [St] one sees that IV (5) and FX(S) both act discontinuously on 77(5)

and thus have fundamental domains. When 5 = 5^ the determination of an

explicit fundamental domain for these groups is a classical problem. One would

not expect it to be a simpler process for arbitrary 5. However, it is at least no

more difficult as we will see.

The approach we use here is very concrete. We reduce the question of de-

termining the fundamental domain to that of determining the fundamental do-

mains for certain groups acting on 77(5^). This particular form of the domain

will be needed later, though it also helps clarify the nature of the groups Trj(S)

and ri(S).
We first need some notation in order to study the action of these groups on

/7(5fin).

Definition. For any point w = (..., wp, ...) e 77(5fin), let Mw = npesfin MWf,

where MWf c 77p is the neighborhood of wp defined in §1.

By Proposition 5 of §1, the action of any A £ GL2(K) on Mw is just AoMw =

MAow •

We first consider investigating a fundamental domain for TV(S). Temporar-

ily, let G be the subgroup of the ideal group of O(Soo) generated by those

primes in 5fin . Let 77 c G be the subgroup of principle ideals in G. Then

Cs = G/H is a subgroup of the ideal class group of O(Soo) ■ Consider Cs/Cg ,

i.e., Cs modulo squares in C$. Then a finite set {a;} of ideals of G can

be found giving a complete set of representatives of Cs/Cj . Fix any such set

Definition. If a is an ideal of 0(5oo) with all its prime factors in 5, let to (a) 6

77(5fin) be the point (... , Ivn">, ...) where «p = ordp(a). Conversely, if

7y = (..., 7pyp, ... ) € 77(5fin), let Id(7y) be the ideal np€sfi0 P°rdp(,v) • Th"s

Id(to(a)) = a, but tu(Id(7y)) is 7y only "up to units".

Lemma 1. If w £ 77(5fin), then there exists an A £ Tu(S) such that A o Mw =

Myj^) for some i. Furthermore, i is uniquely determined.

Proof. Given w £ 77(5fin), write w = x+Iy = (..., xp, ...) + (... , Ipyp,...).
By an application of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, aie O(S) can be found

such that Xp- t £ C\,yp for all p e 5fin • Therefore ( ¿ "¡' ) ° Mw = M¡y .
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The lemma is now reduced to showing: A o M¡y = M¡v for some A £ Trj(S)

if and only if Id(7y) and ld(Iv) have the same image in Cs/Cg, (i.e., if

and only if ld(Iv) = (a)a2Id(/y) for some ideal a and number a £ K, both

divisible only by primes in 5fjn).

First, suppose A £ Tu(S) and A o MIy = MIv . Then A o M¡fyr = MIpVf for

each p £ 5fin . If / = ordp(yp) and m = ordp(t)p), then

n~m   0\   . (nl   0\    „       .,

so by Corollary 4 of §1

for some integer n . Taking determinants shows n2n+l~m det(A) e üp, or more

suggestively (nm) = (det(A))(n")2(nl) in Kp. Combining this local information

for each p e 5gn shows Id(Iv) — (det(^4))a2 ld(7y) for some ideal a.

Conversely, suppose Id(7w) = (a)a2Id(7y) and choose any nonzero 5-integer

d £ a-1. Then we can find an 5-integer c such that (c, d) — (1) in 0(S) and

ordp(c7pyp-|-i/) = ordp(a_1) for all p £ Sf¡n . Indeed, this just places congruence

conditions on c for p £ 5gn and for any additional p dividing (d). By the

Chinese Remainder Theorem these finitely many conditions can be met.

Now 5-integers a and b can be chosen so that A = (acbd) has determinant

a. Thus A £ Tu(S) and we calculate

a    r det(^)7pyp
A o 7„yD = uD H--,— —   for some up £ KB.

K%(clpyp + d)

But

t   WAV»   \ _       (WW) . 0lii{u{IV)}

by construction. So A o M¡ryv = MUp+ípVr for each p £ 5gn, and some uv.

Now replacing A by ( ¿ "¡' ) ° A for appropriate t (chosen similarly to that at

the beginning of the proof), we have A o MIfyr = M[pVr for all p £ 5fin . Thus
A o M[y = M[V .   D

Proposition 2. A fundamental domain F for the action of Ttj(S) on 77(5) of

the following form exists:

With {a,} as above, let F^j c H(S00) be a fundamental domain for

ra, = | (ac   bd\ £ Tu(S)\c £ ba"1, b £ ba, a, d £ b,

(ad - be) = b2 for some ideal b ofO(Soo) > .

Let Fi = FooJx MwM c 77(5). Then F = IJ, 7}.

Proof. Given any point z 6 77(5), by Lemma 1 it is rr/(5)-equivalent to points

whose finite parts are in Mw^) for exactly one /. Suppose z and Ao z have
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finite parts in Mw^  for some A £ Tu(S).   Then A o Mw^ = Mw^.), so

A o M¡pnm = Mjr„m where m = ordp(a,). Thus

rm   0\   . (nm   0\

0    i)A   o   i)°M^ =
')°M,p

so by Corollary 4 of §1,

'n~m   0\ t (nm   0\     in"    0

1 ) " V °

for some B £ GL2(Op). If B = (eg {) then

en"      fn"+m
gn"-m      hn"

Combining this local information for each p 6 5fin we find A is in the group de-

scribed in the statement of the proposition. Thus by the definition of T^, ¡, no

two points of F¡ are IV(5)-equivalent and so F is a fundamental domain.   D

An explicit determination of possible 7^ t, will be left unaddressed here, as

that only involves the infinite primes.
Before we turn to Ti (5), we note that if AT is a quadratic field and 5 is

sufficiently large then the set {a,} is a set of representatives of the (weak) genus

classes of K.
We now consider Tx (5). Temporarily, let G be the subgroup of the ideal

group of 0(5«,) generated by those primes in 5fin . Fix any {b,} , a complete

set of representatives of G/G2. Then

Lemma 3. If w £ 77(5ßn) then there exists an A £ TX(S) such that A o Mw =

MW{y,¡) for some i. Furthermore i is uniquely determined.

Proof. If we try to repeat the argument of Lemma 1 everything goes through as

before except we are restricting the determinant of the matrices to be 1.   D

The analog of Proposition 2 is

Proposition 4. A fundamental domain F for the action ofT\(S) on H(S) of the

following form exists. With b, as above, let F^j c H(S00) be a fundamental

domain for

l,b, {(c   d) GTi^lcebr1, b£bi, a, d£ 0(5^)}

Let F, = F„,t x Mw{b¡) c 77(5). Then F = IJ, F¡.

Proof. Exactly as Proposition 2, taking into account that we only allow deter-

minant 1 matrices.   D

Notice that as 5 grows, the fundamental domain of Fx (5) grows more com-

plicated in its finite components, but that once 5 contains enough primes to

generate the ideal class group, that of IV (5) stays the same in its finite com-

ponents.

It is well known that ^(5^) has h(Soo) cusps. We will see that the analo-

gous result holds for IV (5) and Ti(5). Although the argument is identical to

the classical one, it is included here for completeness.
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Definition. A matrix A £ GL2(K) is called parabolic if A has Jordan form

(¿ I) ; i.e., if BAB~X = (¿ • ) for some ß e GL2(K) where Z is the algebraic
closure of K.

The parabolic matrices are those that produce what is essentially a translation
when applied to 77(5) and thus are necessary if one is to develop Fourier series.

A simple calculation gives

Lemma 5. If A £ GL2(K) acts nontrivially on 77(5), then A is parabolic if and

only if det(A) = (Tr(A)/2)2.

Lemma 6. If A £ GL2(K) is parabolic, then A acting on \[p€S(Lp U {co}) via

fractional linear transformations has exactly one fixed point, and that lies in

K u {oo} (embedded along the diagonal).

Proof. Let A = (acbd) ■ Then if c = 0, then A is parabolic means a = d and

b ± 0. Thus aoz — z means az + b = az, which can happen only if z = co .

If c ,¿ 0, then A o z = z means az + b = cz2 + dz or z is a root of

ex2 + (d — a)x - b = 0. Therefore

_a-d± y/(d^a)2 + 4cb _a-d± J(d + a)2 - 4(ad - be)

Z~ 2c_~ 2c

_ a - d ± yjTr(A)2 - 4de\(Ä) _ a-d

2c 2c

by the preceding lemma. So z £ K.   o

Thus we can associate to any parabolic matrix A its fixed point in K U {oo} .

One can also check that two parabolic matrices commute if and only if they

have the same fixed point. Classifying parabolic elements by fixed points is too

broad for our purposes, however. We need to treat A and BAB~l, for any

B £ IV (5), the same since (once modular forms are defined) a Fourier series
associated to A and one associated to BAB~l would be the same. Since if A
fixes z then BAB~l fixes B o z , we are led to put

Definition. The cusps of a subgroup G c GL2(K) are the orbits of elements of

K U {co} under the action of G.

Proposition 7.  IV (5) and TX(S) have h(S) cusps.

Proof. Let a £ Kl) {co}. Write a = r/s where r,s £ 0(5). (Take 5 = 0,
r t¿ 0 to represent co.) We can then associate to a the 0(5) ideal a =

(r,s). If we chose to write a — t/u, t,u£ 0(5), instead, then r/s — t/u so
(t)(r, s) = (tr, ts) = (tr, ur) - (r)(t, u). Therefore the ideal class of a is at

least completely determined, so we associate to a that class. Since every ideal

is generated by two elements, each class corresponds to at least one a.
Now let a, ß £ KU {co}. Write a = r/s and ß = t/u with r, s, t,u £

0(5). We will show a and ß are in the same orbit under either Trj(S) or

Tx (5), if and only if (r, s) and (t, u) are in the same ideal class of 0(5).

First let B = (acd) £ Tu(S) and suppose B o a = ß . Then (acbd) ° (r/s) =

(t/u) implies that

(c S}®-1© •»—*«•
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So (A)(t, u) - (ar + bs, cr + ds). But since B is invertible, then (ar + bs, cr +

ds) = (r,s) as ideals in 0(5). Therefore (t, u) and (r, s) are in the same

ideal class.
Conversely, if (r, s) and (t, u) are in the same ideal class of 0(5), then

multiplying through by elements of 0(5) if necessary we might as well assume

that a = r/s, ß = t/u, and (r, s) - (t, u) = a. But then elements e, f, g, h

of the 0(5) ideal a-1 can be found such that er - fs = 1 and gt - hu= 1.
Then

(' *)(' fY'.'-.L
\u   g) \s   e )       s     u

and one checks that

(íi)CíT «■•»■'
A full understanding of the cusps requires the explicit construction of a fun-

damental domain for the action of ra/ and Tx ;b, on H(Soo), which can be done

as in [Si]. These groups are readily seen to have A(5oo) cusps themselves. Each

(representative of a) cusp (as defined here) is indeed fixed by some parabolic

elements of even the group 5L2(0(5oo)). Furthermore, following the discus-

sion of [Si], fundamental domains can be constructed that are bounded except

for pieces stretching off to one representative of each cusp.
Proceeding from [H] where the same groups naturally arise, Gundlach [Gl,

G2] investigated Hubert modular forms for the groups rlb/. In fact, he de-
veloped a rather full theory of Eisenstein series and Poincare series, including

estimates on the dimension of the space of cusp forms of given weight.

III. Modular forms

Following Stark we set

Definition. The S-norm of a vector z = (..., zp,...) € upes Lp is

N5w=nzp n i^pIp-
p real       peS not real

(If we considered complex primes, then here |zp|p for p complex would

denote the quaternionic absolute value squared,

(jCi + X2i + Xij + X4rC|p = x2 + x\ + x\ + x\.)

In particular, if x £ K is viewed as a vector in upes A> >tnen Ns(z) e Z if

z is an 5-integer and Ns(z) = ±1 if z is an 5-unit.

Definition. A function / °n 77(5fin) will be called locally constant if it is con-

stant on all sets of the form Mw for w £ H(Sx\n).

Definition. The weight k S-slash operator on functions / defined on 77(5) is

given by

f\s,kA (z) = f\kA (z) = Ns(de\(A))kl2Ks(cz + d)~kf(A o z)

for any A = (° bd) £ GL2(K).
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If k is odd then we must fix some choice of the square root, say the principal

value.

This operator is just the product of the local slash operators of §1 for each

finite prime in 5 and the obvious local slash operators for the infinite primes.
We also recall the weight k Laplacians for the real infinite primes.

Definition. If p is real prime and zp = x + iy, let

2 / a2     d2\   ..   ( a    .d\
A>>k = -y  W2+W2)+lky\d-x+lo-y)-

This is the fundamental differential operator commuting with the local weight

k slash operator, and is the model after which Tpk was constructed for finite

primes in §1. Thus Apk and Tp k commute with the 5-slash operator as well.

By using vector forms as in [Sr], complex primes can be handled, though
things become a bit messier. Alternately, by restricting to weight 0 some of the

difficulties are circumvented and the following material goes through in essence.

One need only define a weight 0 Laplacian

2( d2     d2     d2\      a

A>>0 = -y \o^ + öxl + W2)+yoy

for p complex, zp = xx + ix2 + ky as in [Sa].

We restrict our attention here to cusp forms in order to focus on the new

aspects of the theory introduced by the p-adic planes.

Definition. If AT is a totally real number field, then an S-modular cusp form of

weight k and eigenvalue system A for Tx (5), where A = {Ap}pes and lpeC,

is a function /: 77(5) —► C satisfying

(1) f\kA = f for all A£TX(S).
(2) If a £ K is a (representative of a) cusp of TX(S), and A £ GL2(K) is

suchthat a = ¿loco, then NSoo(y)k/2(f\kA)(z) -» 0 as |NSoo(y)| -» co.

(3a) Ap>kf = lpf for all p € 5^ .
(3b) / is locally constant on 77(5fin) and Tp kf = Xpf for all p £ 5fin .

We denote the complex vector space of such weight-A:   cusp forms by

Sk(Tx(S),A).

Since ( "q1 _°, ) 6 Ti(5), condition (1) says that in particular

Ns(-l)*/(z) = /k(~o    _°1)(z) = /(z).

Since Ns(-l) = (-1)" where n = [K : Q] for a totally real field, then nk
must be an even integer if any nonzero forms are to exist.

If f £ Sk(Tx(S), A), then actually f\kA = f for any A £ r(l/+)2(5) =
{A £ GL2(0(S))\det(A) £ U+(S)2}. This is simply because by the defini-

tion of the slash operator /]fc(o°e) = f f°r anY e S U+(S). But then, since

Trj(S)/T{U+y(S) is a finite abelian group (isomorphic to U(S)/U+(S)2 under

the determinant map), we can decompose

S,(r1(5),A) = 0Sfc(rf7(5),/,A)
X
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where the sum is taken over all characters x of U(S)/U+(S)2 and / £

Sk(ru(S),X,A) means / e S*(r,(S),A) and f\kA = x(det(A))f for
any A £ Try(5). If k is even then actually f\k(eQ °e) = f for any e 6 U(S), so

that x must be trivial on U(S)2.
Recall from the theory of partial differential operators that condition (3a)

implies that / is smooth in zp for each infinite p.

If / e S,(r,(5), A), then /|,(¿ {)(z) = f(z + t) = f(z) for any t £ 0(5).
Thus / should have a Fourier expansion at the cusp co. In fact, it should

have a Fourier expansion at every cusp. Since by taking 5 large enough we can
ensure that h(S) - 1 so that there is only one cusp, we will omit considering the

more general multiple cusps. The modifications usually used in more classical

settings to handle cusps other than co can all be carried out here easily.

We must recall some facts from harmonic analysis on the spaces we are

dealing with. The following definitions and proposition can be found in Tate's

thesis [T].
If p is a prime of K and Kp the completion of K with respect to p, define

the additive homomorphism <PP : Kp —> R/Z so that G>p is the composition of

the sequence of maps

Kp^Qp^Qp/Zp^R/z.

Here Qp is the completion of the rationals with respect to the rational prime p

(possible co) over which p lies and Oi is the obvious quotient map. If p is

infinite, then O2 is the identity, while if p is finite, then <P2 sends an element

of Qp/Zp ~ Q/Z into R/Z via first multiplying by -1 and then utilizing the
inclusion of Q into R.

Proposition 1. The additive group Kp is self-dual under the identification of v £

Kp with the character x i-> exp(27r/Op(i/jc)). Furthermore, for finite p, this

character is trivial on Op if and only if v £ô~x, the local inverse different.

(We will use ôp to mean both an element of Kv and the ideal it generates.)
Now we piece these together to study 0(5).

Definition. The S-trace of a vector x £ ]\p€SKp is Tr5(x) = Spes^pC^p) e

R/Z.
If we define multiplication of two vectors v = (..., up, ...) and x =

(... , Zp, ...) in TJpes^p by vx = (... , v9xv,...), then

Proposition 2. The additive group Y\p€S Kp is self-dual under the identification

of a vector v £ llPes^p with the character x 1-» exp(27iiTrs(i/.x:)).

It is natural to introduce

Definition. The S-different Ô(S) is the 0(5)-ideal defined by

Ô(S)-X ={x£K\ Tr5(xa) = 0 for all a £ 0(5)} .

That is, the inverse 5-different is the dual module of 0(5) with respect to

the 5-trace. Note that ô(Soo) is just the usual global different. ô(S) is also

easily identified by
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Proposition3. ô(S) is the ideal generated by ô(Soo) in 0(5).

Proof. Recall (cf. [La]) that for any x £ K

Ti$(x) = £Ti§(x)

p|/>

in Qp for any rational prime p . Then considering the partial fraction decom-

position of the rational number Tiq(x) as ao + Y^pap/Pnp where 0 < ap < p"»

and a, € Z, this means

(3.1) TrsJx)+ Y, %(x) = 0.
p finite

Let x £ o(Soo)~x0(S). Then if p g 5, Op(xpap) = 0 for all ap G Op.
Thus if a £ 0(5), then (3.1) implies

Tr5(xa) = ^<Dp(xpap) = 0

pes

and thus x £ Ô(S)~X so that â(Soo)~x0(S) c S(S)~X.
Now suppose x £ ö(Soc)~lO(S); i.e., x9 £ ô~x for some p £ 5. Then

we can find a ßp £ Op such that Tr^(Xpßp)  £ Zp.   Now by the Chinese

Remainder Theorem we can find an a G 0(5) such that Tr^ (xqaq) £ Zq for

all finite q ^ p and TrQP(xpap) £ Zp. Indeed, this places restrictions on a

only at the prime p (where we require ap s ßp mod p" for n large) and for

the finitely many other primes q where xqr5q £ 0q. But then (3.1) implies

Tr5(xa) = Tr5oo(xa) + ^ ®<i(x*a<i) = -*p(*pap) ¿0.

Thus x i S(S)-X so that â(Soo)-x0(S) = Ô(S)~X.   O

We now consider the space we are really interested in for application to

Fourier series.

Proposition 4. YlpeSKp/0(S) w compact and its characters are identified by

x t-> exp(27r/Trs(i^x)) for v £ S(S)~X.

Proof. Let x = (..., xp,...) G Ylpes Kp. Then we can find a t £ 0(5) such

that Xp - t £ Op for each peS» by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. So

x - t £ Jípese ^p x npe56n Op ■ Since the Op are compact and it is well known

that llpes^ Kp/0(S00) is compact, then upes^p/*-^) is compact as well.
Now from Proposition 2 we look for all v £ Flpes^p sucn mat x i->

exp(27n1rs{vx)) is trivial on 0(5). Suppose v = (... ,vp, ...) gives such a

character. Then choose an a G U(S) such that apUpSp G Op for each p g 5gn .

Then <Pp(i/papXp) — 0 for any xp G Op so in particular

0 = Tr5(^ax) = TrSoo(i/ax)

for any x G 0(5«,).
But if {xi, , x2, ... , xn} is a Z basis for 0(5oo), then there is a dual Z

basis {dx, d2, ... , dn} of í5(50O)~1 such that

^"^'{VVrJj.
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Since the d¡ span the R-vector space Flpes^ Kv > men v^a^ — J2l=x midi for

some m¡ £ R. So

0 = TrSoc (fax) = TrSoc (^T w,i/,x) s J^ w, Tig(</,•*)       mod Z

for all x G 0(5oo). Then taking x = x/ shows m¡ s 0 mod Z. Thus i/oo^oo £

¿(50c)-1 .

So i^oo = Poo for some p £ ô(S)~x. Then ß — v - p has component /?p = 0

at each infinite p. But still Tr5(/?x) = 0 for all x G 0(5), and since we can

choose an x so that xp has arbitrary order at the p G 5an (by the Chinese

Remainder Theorem), this implies ßp = 0 for all p G 5fin .
Thus v = p£Ô(S)~x.   0

With the above characters identified, we can represent a modular form / by
its Fourier series

f(z)=    Y,   a»(y)exp(2niTrs(vx))

where the av(y) are of course explicitly representable as integrals. This equality

of functions is in the L2 sense on üpeSo Kp/0(S) •

We would, of course, like the Fourier series to converge to / absolutely and
uniformly on compact sets. If there were only infinite primes to deal with, this

would be simple to show, but unfortunately it is not immediate for more general

5. We first need

Lemma 5. The individual terms of the Fourier series of

f(z)=    ]T    au(y)exp(2niTrs(vx))

ueS(S)-'

are locally constant on 77(5fin).

Proof. Fix some p G 5fin. Let e = (1, ... , 1, ep, 1, ... , 1) for some ep G üp
and let a- (0, ... ,0, ap,0, ... ,0) for some ap £ Op. We must show that

aI/(ye)exp(27r/Tr5(z/(x-l-ay))) = a„(y)exp(27n'Tr5(i/x)).

But

a»(y) = L f(u + Iy)e\p(2niTrs(vu)) du
lp€S--,/0(S)

where du is the appropriately normalized additive Haar measure on upes ^p

Therefore,

av(ye) exp(2niTrs(u(x + ay)))

= / f(u + Iey)e\p(2nilrs(vu))duexp(2niTrs(v(x + ay)))
•yrLsV0(s)

/
f(u + ay + Iey)exp(2niTrs(v(u + ay)))duexp(2nifrs(v(x + ay)))

by translation-invariance of du. But f(u + ay + ley) = f(u + Iy) since / is
locally constant, so

/
f(u + Iy)exp(2ni Trs(uu)) du exp(2ni Trs(ux))

= a„(y) exp(2niTrs(ux)).   D
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Lemma 6. av(y) depends on yp only up to multiplication by elements of Up

and av(y) = 0 unless ôpupyp £ Op for all p G 5fjn .

Proof. Consider more generally any locally constant function g : Hp —» C of

the form

g(zp) = c(yp)exp(27c/Op(i/pXp))

where vv £ Kp.
By local constancy, c depends only on |yp|p and

g(xP + 7py„) = g(xv + oyp + 7pyp)

for any a £ Op. Thus

c(yp) exp(2ni$>p(i>pXp)) = c(yv) exp(2ni<Pp(uvxp)) exp(2ni%(i>payp)).

Therefore if <Pp(vpayp) ̂ 0, then c(yp) = 0; i.e., if TrQP(i/payp) £ Z„, then

c(yp) = 0 • Thus c(yp) = 0 unless vpyp £ S~x .   D

We can now return to considering the convergence of the Fourier series for

/•

Lemma 7. The Fourier series ^2ueS^s-)-,al,(y)exp(2niTrs(i'x)) converges to f

absolutely and uniformly on compact sets.

Proof. Since / is locally constant in the zp for finite p, we need only show

convergence as stated for any fixed zfin . To this end, let w = u + Iv £ 77(5ßn)

be fixed and set g(z00) = f(z00, w).

Now g\k(o'x) = g for any t £ O(S) such that (¿ {) ° Mw = Mw ; i.e.,

for any t £ 0(5) such that tp/vp G Op for each p G 5fin. But this just means

t £ Id(7t;). Thus g has a Fourier series and modifying the proof of Proposition

4 to identify the characters on upes«, ^p/ W(7u) , we see that it is of the form

Y bv(y00)exp(2niTrSoo(ux00)).

i/eíOSooJ-'fcK/v)-1

Now since g is smooth in each of the zp for infinite p, then in the inte-

grals giving bv we can apply the usual differentiation trick to conclude that the

Fourier coefficients decay rapidly enough that the Fourier series of g converges

absolutely and uniformly to g.

We now must relate this to the Fourier series of /. We know

L f(z) - ^ûI/|.(y)exp(27TîTr5(i//x))

i=i

2

dx^O

as n —► co . Therefore

2

dx —>
i=\

for C any compact set in Y\peS Kp. In particular if we take

Lf(z) - Y Ou,(y) exp(2niTrs(u¡x))

C= Y[ Kp/ld(Iv)xMw,
peSoo
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then we see that

AiP6Soo */"<'»)

f(z00,w) - ^a„,(yoo , v) exp(2niTrSoo(uiX00))

¡=i

xexp(27C/Tr56ii(z//M)) dxoo -* 0

as n —> oo. Thus

g(zoo) = /(Zoo ,w)=    Y   a»(y°° > v)exP(2niTTs00(i'X00))exp(2niTrStn(uu))

veS{S)->

as L2 functions on Yl€SKp/ld(Iv). Since by Lemma 6 av(y00,v) vanishes

unless SpUpVp g Op for each p g 5f¡n , we have

S(zoo)= X] ^(yoo, v)exp(2niTrSoo(ux00))exp(2niTrSia(i'u))

veííSooí-'Mí/»)-'

as L2 functions. This, then, must be the Fourier series for g which we already

have shown converges as desired. Thus the series for / converges as stated at

any fixed zfin G 77(5fin).   D

From the conditions other than translation invariance that / satisfies, more

can be deduced about the Fourier coefficients av(y). We begin with

Lemma 8.  |fl!/(y)| < C|Ns(y)|~fc/2 for some C depending only on f.

Proof.

2v(y) = L f(x + Iy)exp(2ni Trs(vx)) dx.

But h(z) = As(y)^/2|/(z)| is invariant under z —> A o z for any A £ FX(S).

Moreover, by the growth condition (2) of the definition of a modular form,
h is in fact bounded on a fundamental domain for TX(S) and hence on all

of 77(5). Thus \f(z)\ < CxNs(y)-k/2 for some Cx and therefore the result

follows from the above integral.   D

Again we emphasize that we have restricted our attention to the case K is
totally real for simplicity. Since the infinite primes are handled in [R] (or [Te]

in the weight 0 case), we merely sketch those cases.

Since Apf = Ap/ for each real p, a calculation and the uniqueness of the
Fourier series shows:

Apau(y)exp(2niTrs(vx)) = kpav(y)exp(2nifrs(vx)).

But by separation of variables, this means av(y) satisfies a certain second order

differential equation in yp. From the fact that av(y) -> 0 as yp —> co by

Lemma 8, the solution can be identified and we are led to conclude that

av(y) = bv({yq}qes,¿p)ypk/2Wsen{„)k/2>s_x/2(4n\vp\yp)   for yp > 0,

oo(y) = 0.
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Here s is such that s(l-s) — Xp-(k/2)(l-k/2) and Wßtß(y) is the Whittaker
function which is the solution of:

dy2      \ 4      y y2     J

and decays exponentially as y —> co.

We define the function W^'\vpyp) tobe (Wp\yp)-k/2Wssa{l/)k/2tS_x/2(4n\up\yp).

The finite primes we treat in more detail. Fix any p G 5fin .

Lemma 9. The individual terms of the Fourier series of f are eigenfunctions of

Tp with eigenvalues Xv.

Proof. For any function g(zp) = a(yp) exp(2niQ>p(vpXp)) : 77p -» C, where i/p G

^P   !

pf

Tp(zp) = \n\ ^a(7ryp)exp(27n<I>p(z/p(Xp + a¡yp)))

;=i

+ \n\x~ka(ypn~x)exp(2ni%(upXp))

= b(yp)exp(2ni<Pp(vpXp))

for some b(yv). Applying this to

f(z)=    Y    a¡,(y)e*p(2JiiTTS(vx))
feS(S)-¡

yields

Tpf(z) = 5ZèI/(y)exp(27T/Tr5(iyx))

where bv(y) is given by

7p(aI/(y)exp(27r/'Tr5(z/x))) = Zv(y)exp(27nTr5(z/x)).

But since Tpf = Xvf, the uniqueness of the Fourier series implies that

Tp(av(y) exp(2niTrs(vx))) = Xpav(y) exp(2niTrs(vx)).   D

Consider any locally constant function g(zv) = c(yp) exp(27n'<Pp(i/pxp)) :

Hp-*C, where fp G Kv such that Tpg = Xpg.
By the proof of Lemma 6 if r5pfpyp £ Op then c(yp) = 0. Letting d(yp) =

c(ô~xvpxyp), we have d(yp) = 0 if yp £ Op and

g(zp) = d(ôpupyp) exp(2ni<Pp(vpXp)).

Since Tpg = Xpg and

Tpg(zp) = |7r|p^í/(f5pfp7typ)exp(2^/0)p(í/p(xp + aiyp)))

+ \7t\lp~kd(ôpupn~lyp)exp(2ni(Dp(vpxp))

we see that when f5p^pyp G Op and therefore Op(i/pa,-yp) = 0, then

Xpd(ôpVpyp) exp(2ni<bp(vpXp))

= (d(ôpUpnyp) + |^|p_fc(i(f5pfp7r~1yp))exp(2rt/4)p(^pxp)).
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Therefore, if yp G Op, then

Xpd(yp) = d(nyp) + \n\p-kd(n~xyp).

Definition. The weight k p-adic Whittaker function of eigenvalue Xp is W£'k :

K? -» C defined by

K'kiy>) = { 0 if ordp yp < 0,

1 if ordpyp = 0.

and

*PwZ,k(yp) = »£*(**) + H~kK'k{-n~Xy^ for 0Tà*y* - °-

With this definition, we have that d(yp) = d(l)W*-k(yp).

Applying the above discussion to the Fourier series of / yields

Lemma 10.

/(z) =    Y    K({yq}qes^pWxPrk(àp^yp)exp(2niTrs(ux)).

Combining this result with the earlier one for infinite p gives

Proposition 11. For yp > 0 for each infinite p, f has Fourier series

f(z)=    Y    a1/WsA'k(ôuy)exp(2niTrs(ux))

i/e<5(5)-'

where WSA'k (y) = T[peS W£k(yp) and Ô = (..., ôp, ...) where we set ôp = 1 if

p £ Soo and otherwise ôp is the local different. This series converges absolutely
and uniformly on compact sets.

If we consider two sets of primes Sx c 52 containing 5oo , then ¿(5i)_1 c

ô(S2)~x and thus there are "more" terms in the Fourier series and hence "more"
Fourier coefficients for an 52 form than for an 5i form.

But /U(o £-> ) = / for any e G U+(S) means

Y   al/WsA'k(ôve2y)exp(2niTrs(ue2x))

uesiS)-1

=    E    ^W^/c(r5I/y)exp(2^/Trs(i/x)).

v€b(S)-i

Equating Fourier coefficients shows av = av¿i. Thus the presence of additional

coefficients is deceptive since many are the same and therefore contain no new
information.

Lemma 8 can also be used to say something about the growth of the p-adic

Whittaker function that occurs in the Fourier coefficients of a cusp form /.

Lemma 12. If f is a cusp form with Tpf = Xpf, then |W£'*(yp)| < C|yp|pfe/2

for some C depending only on f.

From Lemma 8
\avWsA'k(övy)\<ClNs{y)-k/2.
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For each q G 5, q ^ p, choose yq so that Wf'■k(ôquqyq) ¿ 0. Then

\Wl'k(öpUpyp)\<C2\yp\pkl2

so

l^(yP)|<c3|yp|p-*/2.

IV. The Dirichlet series associated with a modular form

Let / G Sfc(ri(5), A) for some totally real number field K . To simplify the
analysis at the infinite primes, let us assume that / is actually holomorphic in

each zp for the infinite p (i.e., Ap = 0 for all p G 5»). If this is not the case,

the necessary modifications are well known from any work on Maass forms.

From §111, for each p G 5oo we therefore have that

up k,       s      o   -a /       w     f exp(27n'fpzp)   ifi/p>0,
vl' (^yp)exp(2ni^p(vpXp)) = \ '    .

' L 0 otherwise,

so

f(z)=     Y    aI/WsA'k(ôuy)exp(2niTrs(ux))

v€ó(S)-{
y>0

where v > 0 means v is totally positive and H^'^pyp) = exp(-2re^pyp) for

PG5oo-

Recalling that av = avei for any e g U+(S), it is natural to consider the

formal Dirichlet series

L(f,s)= Y CLv

Ns(v)s '
v€ô(S)-l/U+(S)2        K   '

In order to discuss convergence of this series we must first understand the

growth of the av .

Lemma 1.   \av\ < CNs(v)k/2 for some constant C depending only f.

Proof. From Lemma 8 of §111

\avWsAk(uy)\<CxNs(y)-k/2.

Now choosing any vector a such that WA'k(a) ^ 0 and then letting y = a/v

we get \av\ < CNs(v)k/2 for some constant C.   D

Lemma 2. The series defining L(f, s) converges absolutely and uniformly on

compact sets for Re(s) > k/2 + 1.

Proof. In light of Lemma 1, we must show that

Y    NsH~
ueâ(S)-'/u+(S)2

converges for a > 1. But this is majorized by

Y   iN^)r < $>g(a)-
veS(S)-yu(S) »
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where the sum is over fractional ideals a of 0(5,30) suchthat aá(5oo) is integral

and a has no prime factors appearing in 5. This in turn is majorized by

N$(¿(Soo))ff    Y    NQ»"ff

aCO(5oo)

where we sum over all integral ideals, and this last is just the Dedekind zeta

function of K which is well known to converge for a > 1.   D

In preparation for discussing the analytic continuation and functional equa-

tion of L(f, s), we must first introduce the appropriate Gamma functions for
each prime p G 5.

First let us fix the notation for some groups and measures we will be using.

Let
_ J R+, the positive reals,    if p is real,

p = \Kf if pis finite.

We use i/yp  to denote the multiplicative Haar measure on K* normalized so

that dyp = dyp/yp for p real and dy* gives Up mass 1 for p finite.

Definition. For any prime p G 5, let Tp(s) = JK. W^,k(Spyp)\yp\spdyp .

A change of variables shows that for p real

rp(s) = (2n)-° [°°exp(-y)ys ^ = (2n)-sT(s)
Jo y

where T(s) is the classical T function. Thus Tp(s) has an analytic continuation

to the whole complex plane and is well understood.

For p finite, a change of variables gives

rp(s) = \Mp-s í xWZ>k(yp)\yp\°dy¿
JKf

= \MpS(l + Wl'k(n)\n\° + Wl>k(n2)\n2\° + •••)■

Now from Lemma 12 of §111,  \Wf-k(n")\ < C\n"\~kl2, so this series is ma-
Ap

jorized by Y,T=i \nn\p~k/2 which converges for Re(s) > k/2. But since

W'/O'p) = »tW + \*\X-kWl>k(n-xyp)

then for s sufficiently large

(1 - Xp\n\s + \n\x~k+2s)(l + W^'k(n)\n\s + W^k(n2)\n2\s + ■■■)= 1.

Thus an analytic continuation of Tp(s) is given by

rp(s) = lápl-'O -Xp\n\s + \n\x-k+2s)~x.

Note that the dependence of Tp(s) on Ap has been dropped from the notation.

Theorem 3. If f' £ Sk(Tx(S), A) is holomorphic, define

R(f,s) = ]\Yp(s)L(f,s).
pes
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Then R(f, s) continues to an entire function on the whole complex plane which

satisfies the functional equation

R(f,s) = inkR(f,k-s)

where n = [K : Q].

Proof. Consider

Ro(f,s)= I f(Iy)Ns(y)s dy¿

where dy* =I\peSdyp<.

First, since the integrand is invariant under y —> e2y for e G U+(S), this is

well defined provided that it converges.

At least formally we have

*o(/, s) = /
JUfesKi'u+

(

(S)2

\

Y    av^st:k(àvy)^s(y)s

v>0

(

(4.1)

V

Y        a„WsA'k(ôvy)Ks(yy

veô(S)-'/u+(S)2

dyl

dfs

(4.2)

Y a»L     K'k(^y)^s(y)sdy^
rl/U+(Sf upes ^p*

Y        auNs(v)-s f WsAk(ây)Ks(y)sdy

|-'/r/+(5)2 JUresKi

Y "^s(v)-°n / K;k(^)\yp\pdy;

f€<5(S)-'/l/+(S)
^>0

v€6(S)-l/U+(S)

v

veâ(srl/u+(S)2 ves ap

= nrP(5)L(/,i).
pe5

Now for Re(s) > k/2 + 1 from Lemma 2 and the discussion of the T func-

tions, both the integrals and the sum in (4.2) converge absolutely. This justifies

the interchange of the sum and integral at (4.1) and shows both the absolute

and uniform convergence of the original integral and that Ro(f, s) = R(f, s)

when Re(s) > k/2 + 1.
We now make a change of variables in the integral defining Ro(f, s). Fix

some infinite prime q and let 50 = 5-{q} . Then consider /(7y) as a function

of u and yp for all p G 50, where u - Ns(y) G R+ so that yq = w/NSo(y).
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Then

= h+h

where both of these integrals converge absolutely and uniformly on compact

sets for Re(s) > k/2 + 1. Actually 72 converges absolutely and uniformly on

compact sets for all s G C (by comparison with a large real s), and thus defines

an entire function.

Replacing u—>l/u and y —>■ l/y in Ix gives

7,= r(7n f(Iy-x)dyAu-°d-£.
J«=x vru^/^)2 I    u

But f = f\k(*-x) implies that

/(7y) = /(/y-1)N5(7y)-fc.

Since Ns(7y) = i"Ns(y),

/, = ¿"* ¡°° I / f(ly) dy* I «*-' — .

This defines an entire function exactly as 72. Thus R(f, s) extends to an entire
function.

Moreover, it is clear from this integral representation of R(f,s) that

R(f,s) = inkR(f,k-s).   D

Written out in full

R(f,s)=   J] (2»)-T(i) fi \ôp\pS(l-Xp\n\s + \n\x-k-2s)-x
p€5oo P€Sf,„

^ Ns(i/)* '
i/e<5(5)-'/C/+(5)2

i/»0

Now if 5 contains all primes appearing in the global different <?(5oo), then

ô(S) = 0(5). Moreover, if D§ denotes the discriminant, then

iz)*i=n$(*(Soo))=( n i^pip ) = ( n 1-w
\ p finite / \pe5an
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so that

R(f, s) = ((2n)-"\D^\yr(sr J] (1 + W^k(n)\n\s + W^(n2)\n2\s + ■■■)

pe5fin

x V Uv
^ ^s(v)s

¡/eá(5)-'/c/+(S)2
v>0

= ((2n)-»\D§\yr(sy Y  M¿

for appropriate numbers /3(a). In fact, if we merely dropped the condition on

/ that Tpf - Xpf we could have reached this point (but of course we would

not be able to relate the b(a) to the Fourier coefficients of / as nicely).
On the other hand, if we wish to pull other Euler factors out of the series

L(f, s), then we can either add more primes to 5, or develop a theory of

Hecke operators for primes not in 5. Provided that 5 has been chosen so that
h(S) = 1, there is no difficulty in following this last course almost exactly as

in [Sh], though some care must be taken since we want to associate a Hecke

operator to an ideal and not to any of its generators. This will be done in §VI.

V. Restricting and extending 5

Suppose that for a totally real field K we consider two finite sets of prime

S0,SX, such that Sx D 50 D 5^. Then if / G S^r^i), x\, M) so that

/ : 77(5i ) -> C, then it is easily seen that if we let f(z) = f(z, w) : 77(50) -» C
where w = (..., 7P, ...) as p runs through Sx - So, then

/GS*(rV(5o),,Zo,Ao)

where xo is just the restriction of X\ to ü(5n) and A0 is the subset of Ax
corresponding to the primes in 5o. To see this one need only note that if
A £ rry(5o) then A o Mw = Mw .

The question then arises whether this process can be reversed; that is, can an

5o-form be extended to an 5i-form? To do this we must first decompose the

space Sk(Tu(S0), Xo,N0).
First we note that Tu (So) can be enlarged by trivial actions. Since for e G

U+(SX) we see that U(o°) acts trivially on any element of Sk(Tu(So), Xo, A0),

then Sfc(IV(5o), Xo, A0) = S*(r0, </>o, An), where T0 is the group generated

by Tu (So) and matrices of this form, and (fro extends xo and is 1 on elements

of ü+(5i)2.
Let Tw - {A £ IV(5i)|.d o Mw = Mw} with w as above. Then by Corollary

4 of §1, if A£VW then for each p g Sx - 50 ,

= (o"  ¿)
where Ax £ GL2(Op).  In fact, if we set Vw = det(r„,) c U(SX) and V0

det(ro), then the sequence

O-^ro^r«,-, F^/Fo^O

is exact. Since Vw/Vo is finite and abelian, then

Sfc(IV(So), Xo, Ao) = 08^,^, A0)
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where <j> runs through characters of Vw extending 4>0 and / G Sk(Vw , (f>, Ao)

means that / G Sfc(IV(5o), Xo, A0) and f\kA = <j>(de\(A))f for any A £ Tw .

_ Now for / G Sk(Tw, </>, A0), define / : 77(50) x Mw c 77(50 - C by
f(z,x) = f(z) for any t g Mw . Then if /i is any character on U(SX)

extending <f> then we can use the condition f\kA = xi(det(A))f to extend /

to a function / on 77(5o) x (Fu(Sx)oMw) c H(SX). We note that such Xi are

easy to construct since L(5i)/I^, is finite.

Unfortunately, as the examination of the fundamental domain in §11, Propo-

sition 2 showed, 77(5o) x ÇTu(Sx)oMw) is not necessarily all of H(SX). There-

fore we set f(z) — 0 for all z G 77(5i) where we have not yet defined it.

Note that for p G 5o, we have Tpf - (Tpf) since Tv acts only in the zp

variable and commutes with the slash operator. A look back at the definition of

a modular form shows that / satisfies all the conditions except possibly (3b)

for those primes p G 5i - 5o. That is, we do not know whether Tpf = Xvf for

some Xp £ C for these primes. We will have to return to this problem in the
next section.

In particular we note that the above process allows classical Hubert modular
forms (i.e., 5<x,-forms) to be brought into the theory of 5-forms for larger 5.

Then, once we diagonalize the action of the Tv for p G 5 - 5^ this will show

the existence of 5-forms.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that it is necessary that our modular forms

be locally constant on the 77p for finite p so that this extension process works.

Since F[/(5o) o 7p is dense in Mjp for any p ^ 5o, then if / is modular on

Tu(So), its extension to 77(5o) x 77p must be constant as zp ranges through

M¡p and hence through any Mip.

VI. Hecke operators through double cosets

Hecke operators are usually defined directly in terms of double cosets, so that

while it is clear there is a connection to the Lp as defined here, it has not been
made fully explicit yet.

Let 5oo c 50 c Sx be finite sets of primes of a totally real field K. Suppose
further that h(So) = 1 and chose any p £ Sx - So ■ Then Tp can be defined as

in §1 for Sx -forms and defined via double cosets for 5o-forms.

One easily proves

Lemma 1. Let 50 D 5» be such that h(S0) = I.  Let p = (n) as an 0(5O)
ideal for some p £ So ■ Then

r,(50)(*  J)r,(50) = Uri(50)(¿ ^)ur,(5o)(* °)

where the ai run through a complete set of representatives of 0(So)/p, is a

disjoint double coset decomposition.

Now we can consider the double coset Hecke operator given (except for nor-

malization) by

/k,5„r,(50)^   0iyx(So) = Yf\^s0Aj
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where the Aj run through a complete set of right coset representatives of the

double coset. This is clearly independent of the choice of the Aj.

Proposition 2. Under the conditions above, if f £ Sk(ru(S\), Xi, Ai)  and

f(z) = f(z, w) £ Sjt(IV(5o), Xo > An) is its restriction as in §V, then

(rp/)(z,U;)=,^(7r)|^|¿-/c/2/|fc)5or1(5o)^   \ j r,(50)(z),

Proof. By Lemma 1

l1(^)l^lp"/c/Vk,5„r,(50)/

= Xx(n)\n\p-k'2

= xM)\n\p-kl2

z2f\k,So

= Xi(x)

0    i)r,(50)(z)

S ïjw+/u.*(5 î)w

E/((o ;H*.<«r*

NpE/((o   ?)oz,t,)N5l(^/2
0      7T

+l»i;-*/((5   °) o z,«,)nSi(*)*/'

Now since f\ktS{A = Xi(det(A))f for A £ rv(Sx),

= X\(n)Xi(fi)

+ M¿-*/(*. (o   °yl ow\us(n)k>*Ns(n-l)k>2

= (Tpf)(z,w)

since tü = (..., 7p,...).   D

This makes clear that it is unimportant from the standpoint of Hecke op-

erators whether additional primes are killed off by being included in 5 after

h(S) - 1 already. Thus in the case h(S) = 1, a full theory relating modular

forms to Dirichlet series with Euler products can be developed. One also sees
immediately from this that all of the 7J, commute, regardless of their defini-

tion in terms of double cosets or integral operators since they can be viewed as

integral operators which obviously commute.

If 5oo c 5o c Sx are finite, Xi is a character of U(SX), and A0 is an eigen-

value system for 5o, let Sfc(IV(5i), X\ > Ao) be the vector space of functions

satisfying all the requirements to be in Sfc(IV(5i), Xi > Ai) except possibly that

there is no Xv such that Tpf = Xpf for p £ 50 .
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We wish to show that

SkFuiSi), Xx, Ao) = @Sk(Tv(Sx),Xx, A,)
A,

where A] runs through eigenvalue systems for Sx extending Ao . In order to

do this we will need two facts: (1) Sfc(IV(5i), Xi > Ao) is finite dimensional;

and (2) Sk(Tu(Sx), Xi » Ao) has a scalar product with respect to which Tv
is Hermitian. If these two conditions are met then since the operators {Tp}

commute, they can be simultaneously diagonalized, and our space of forms
decomposes as desired.

From investigating the fundamental domain of IV (5i) in Proposition 2 of

§11, we know that / G Sjt(IV(5i), X\. Ao) is fully determined by a finite num-
ber of classical Hilbert modular forms, modular with respect to the groups ra,.

As does Herrmann, we cite the work of Maass to see that the spaces of forms

on such rai (in fact on subgroups of these) is finite dimensional (at least in the

holomorphic case, though the proof should generalize). Thus we leave (1) as
settled.

(2) is more involved, but again reduces to standard results. We first must
define a scalar product.

Definition. The Petersson scalar product on Sk(Tu(Sx), x, ^o) is defined by

{f,g)ruiSi)= I f(z)gjz)^sl(y)kdz
JFl

where Fx is a fundamental domain for r,y(5i) and dz — IlPes^zp where

f y~2dxp dyp    if p is real,

p     \ dp(zp) of §1   if p is finite.

Since dz is GL2(K) invariant and the integrand is F[/(5i) invariant, one

sees that (/, g)rv(s,) does not depend on the choice of the fundamental do-
main. By the growth conditions on cusp forms, this integral actually converges,

and one checks that it satisfies all the requirements for a scalar product.

Lemma 3. Suppose f, g £ Sk(Ta(Sx), X\, M) and let p £ Sx be finite. Sup-
pose in addition that Sx is large enough that if 50 = Sx - {p}, then h(S0) = 1.
Then

(Tpf, g)ru(sl) = (/> Tpg)ru{Sl).

Proof. Let z G H (So) be z g H(Sx) with the zp component deleted.   Let

/(z)=/(z,7p), p(z) = t(z,7p).Then

(Tpf, g)ru{Sl) = Í (Tpf)(z)gJz~)NSl(y)kdz.
Jf,

But since h(So) = 1, Fx can be taken to have the form F x MIp where F c

77(5o) is a fundamental domain for

r = {A £ Tv(Sx)\A o Mlp = M¡p} D rv(S0).
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Note that F is also a fundamental domain for Tu (So) ■ So

(Tpf, èfruiSi) =  / (Tpf)(z, zp)g(z, Zp)NSl(y,yp)kdz
JF,

= JF(Tpf)(z,Ip)J(z77p~)NSo(y)kdz

= JF(Tpf)(z)gJf)^s0(y)kdz

= (Tpf, g)ru(So)-

But since A(5o) = 1, by Proposition 2 we have

= n@)\*\p-kßCEf\kAt,g)
\ ' ' rv(So)

where the A¡ run through some choice of double coset representatives.

The proof can now proceed exactly as the usual proof for Hecke operators

defined in terms of double cosets (cf. [Sh]). We omit the rather involved but

standard argument.   D

It is of course disappointing to rely on the classical double coset definition
of Hecke operators in this proof, particularly when one considers Proposition

12 of §1. Regardless, we have

Corollary 4. Let Sx be large enough such that for any finite p G Sx, if we let

So = Sx- {p}, then h(S0) = 1. Then

Sk(Tu(Sx),Xl,Ao) = ©SfciTtKSi), Xi, A,).
Ai

Corollary 5. For any Sx

Sk(Tu(Sl),Xi,M) = ®Sk(Tu(Sl),Xi,A1).
A,

Proof. By §V any f, g £ Sk(Tu(Sx), Xi, Ao) are the linear combinations of

restrictions to 77(5i) of elements of Sk(Tu(S2), </>¡, Ao) where 52 is a large
enough set of primes that 0(52 - {p}) has class number one for all p G 52 and

4>i extend Xi ■ Since these spaces have a basis of eigenforms of Tp and since

7p behaves well with respect to restricting forms back to Sk(Tu(Sx), X\, Ao),

that space has a basis of eigenforms as well.   D

VII. Herrmann's theory

In this section we will briefly show how one of the vector modular forms

defined in [H] is related to an 5-modular form. However, our goal is not to

restate all of the definitions and results of that paper. Therefore, the reader

unfamiliar with the paper will find this discussion a bit sketchy.

We begin by defining a vector modular form. Rather than introduce ideal

numbers as Herrmann does, we give an equivalent formulation which will be

less notationally cumbersome.
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Let K be a totally real number field and fix some choice {a;}*=] , h = /z(5oo),

of ideal class representatives of 0(5«,). Let

r,'a' = {(<?   bd\ £GL2(K)\a,d£0(S00), ¿> g a,, cea"1, ad-bc=\\

(as in §11),

Tu^ = {{ac   bd)^GL2(K)\a,d£0(SO0), b£&i, cGar1,

ad - be £ U(Soc)\ ,

r2,a, = {(^    bd^£GL2(K)\a,d£b,  be tub, ce*f%

(ad - be) = b2 for some ideal b > .

Definition. The ^-component of a weight k vector modular form is a function

f: 77(5^) -» C satisfying

(1) / is holomorphic on H(Soa).

(2) f\kA = f for all A£Tx>a¡.
(3) /is "bounded at the cusps".

A vector modular form F is a vector {f}hi=x where each f is an a,-

component. Such an F is said to be of type {K, -k} .

For any character / of ü(5oo), F is said to be of type {K, -k, x} if F

is of type {K, -k} and in addition f\kA = x(det(A))f for any A £ Tv ,a¡.
As usual, the space of forms of type {K, -k} decomposes into a direct sum

over x °f the spaces of forms of type {K, -k, x} ■
Unfortunately, these are still not the forms for which Hecke theory can be

developed. In a rather complicated step that involves extending / to all the

ideal numbers and introducing a character \¡/ of the ideal class group, Herrmann
decomposes the space of forms of type {K, -k, x} into a direct sum of spaces

of forms of type {K, -k, x, ¥} ■ For our purposes it is enough to know that

if F is of type {K, -k, x, w}, then

(7.1) f\kA = x(det(A))f   for all A £ T2, „

and there is some consistency among the components of F, in that if the

class of a, differs from the class of a7 by a square, then f determines f¡.

Thus, though Herrmann does not state it explicitly, we do not really need all

h components of F , but only as many as there are elements in the ideal class

group modulo squares. (This fits with de Bruijn's thesis result mentioned in the

introduction.)
But now using the discussion of fundamental domains in §11, it is easy to

construct an 5-form from a form F of type {K, -k, x, W} ■ Let 5 be the set

of all primes dividing any of the a, as well as all infinite primes (so h(S) = 1).
Renumber the a, if necessary so that {a,}^, is a complete set of representatives

of the ideal class group modulo squares. We note that x is now defined on all
of K and hence in particular on U(S).
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Now define fF : 7/(5) —> C by defining it first on the fundamental domain

for TV(S) of Proposition 2 of §11 by

7f(Zoo , t) = /-(zoo)   for any t g Afw(a.), / = 1, 2, 3, ... , m,

and then extending fF to all of 77(5) by the modularity condition

fF\kA = X(det(A))fF   for A £T(S).

Since raj c r2>a,, then by (7.1) fF is well defined and one easily checks that
it has the properties required of a modular form, except possibly that it is not
an eigenform of the Tp for p G 5^,. However, that issue has already been

discussed.
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